
O’Reilly Auto Parts Employee Charged with
Murder after Allegedly Strangling Would-be
Shoplifter

written by GEG | September 29, 2023

An employee who fought with an alleged shoplifter strangled him to death. District
Attorney Mark Dupree said, “Make no mistake, it is law enforcement’s job to do the
policing, no one else’s.” DA Dupree has a record of being soft on crime and has been
accused of being “an activist holding political office.”
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Price has has called to “defund police, defund prosecutors, and divest from prisons.”
She is facing a recall after just six months in office. Violent crime, including
homicides, aggravated assaults, rape and robbery, spiked by 14% when compared to 2022.
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To date, Soros has spent more than $40 million on direct campaign spending over the past
decade to elect prosecutors. Strikingly, most of these prosecutors were political
neophytes and had zero prosecutorial experience, or even previous criminal case
experience – previously an assumed prerequisite for office.
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San Francisco recalled progressive District Attorney Chesa Boudin for allowing crime to
flourish by eliminating cash bail and refusing to prosecute crimes like shoplifting,
resulting in a plague of smash-and-grab crimes. Homicides, burglaries, and car thefts
all increased under Boudin.
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A driver, who was 16 at the time, was drunk when he used a stolen car to run down a
mother pushing her 8-month old baby in a stroller in an alley. The Los Angeles District
Attorney’s office, under Marxist DA George Gascon, gave the teen driver the lightest
possible sentence.

￼Elderly Victim Beaten with Bat Sues San
Francisco DA for Letting Attackers Off
Without Jail
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A Vietnamese-American elder is suing San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin for
reducing multiple felony charges, including terrorist attacks and elder abuse, against
his attackers down to a single count of misdemeanor assault, no jail time.
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New York City Democrats said in a poll that public safety was their top priority, but
84% of the residents of Manhattan voted for Bragg who campaigned on these policies that
will lead to increased murder, robberies and lawlessness.

Attorney Warns that Police Are Being Set Up
by Leftist District Attorneys as Crime
Skyrockets
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Leo Terrell said that while police are arresting criminals, District Attorneys refuse to
prosecute them and release them back onto the streets. He believes that police
departments are being set up and it will only take one disputed police shooting or one
disputed arrest, and “all hell is going to break loose.”
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San Francisco: Soros-Backed DA Gets Tough on
Crime after His Terrorist Father Is Released
from Prison
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San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin has decided to get tough on crime and drop
his commitment to “social justice” just weeks after securing the release of his father,
David Gilbert, a member of the Weather Underground domestic terrorist group, that killed
two police officers.
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The State’s Attorney for Cook County, Kim Foxx, is a radical leftist who was backed by
George has refused to charge anyone in the gang shooting due to insufficient evidence.
Prosecutors told investigators the allegations were dropped because the shootout
involved “mutual combatants.”

Baby Murdered after Soros-Backed San
Francisco DA Chesa Boudin Let the Killer Go
Free … Twice
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Joseph Williams is accused of murdering a 7-month old baby boy while taking care of him.
Williams had been arrested twice for felony domestic violence before being released
without charges. District Attorney Chesa Boudin, a radical funded by Soros, dropped the
recent domestic abuse cases.

Soros-Funded District Attorney George Gascon
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Tells Murder Victim’s Family to Keep Their
Mouth Shut
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Since taking office earlier this month, Gascon has begun implementing policies that
include ending cash bail, preventing prosecutors from seeking the death penalty, and
reducing sentencing for crimes such as using a gun for criminal purposes or belonging to
a gang.
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